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intshayelelo/intro 

prequel
our second semesters first studio project 
was about (m)i-space

5 x 5 x 5m private residential volume
the internal organisation of a north-orien-
ted but non-localized cube was individual 
designassignment for a 4 week project.

communalcuboid
this second semester-projects aims to 
create a contextualized communal hub: a 
mothership for the outcome of the pre-
quential design allowing for their multis-
tory organisation, and structural support 
within urban (here: cape town) context.

the communalcuboid is furthermore to 
provide communal space, areas for com-
munication and sharing for non-prescribed 
users in non-prescribed program.
communalcuboids could be prototypes for 
low/no income housing. they unapologeti-
cally ask for social, communal interaction, 
with the people on your floor, with the 
people in your communalcuboid, like a 
small vertical kwimizana [li’l village].  
they could provide essential structure 
only, provoking diy and challenge ones 
ability to creatively imporpriate  
[ref.: alejandro aravena] apparently  
unfinished spatial resources.

content
communalcuboids are to provide the inha-
bitants of its (m)i-spaces with a family of 
six defined function-headlined spaces: in, 
up, eat, wet, heat, move.

(m)i-space, logo, drawing: alta steenkamp
(m)i-space, section: lilianne kiame
(m)i-space, model: jacobus bruwer

structural poetry in alternative drawings: 
patricia bandora & shirlyn ndungu; jaco-
bus bruwer & odd person; leigh burgess & 
nathan eisen
map of cape town with our two sites (o)

中銀カプセルタワー 
nagakin capsule tower, tokyo, 1972
arch.: kisho kurokawa, tokyo/jp
photo: js
communal living: treppenhaus  
[stairhouse] munich/ger; model: js



context
the context-responsiveness of the com-
munalcuboid is tested on two urban 
capetownian sites with equal orientation 
within this solar-system (north-facing 
(m)i-spaces) but heavily differing requi-
rement-profiles in regards of densities, 
public space, land use, views, noise/pollu-
tion-exposure etc.

creating space
communalcuboids were given as massi-
ve blocks of artificial stone [pigmented 
(black), reinforced, insulated concrete] 
from which the volumes mentioned pre-
viously are substracted. instead of them 
sets of walls and slabs that leave repeti-
tive intervals, we are pushing for the cre-
ation of three-dimensionaly manipulated 
enfilages of interwoven cavities, alomost 
like the negative of the squirrel-slides in 

the well hole, surely every orycteropus’ 
wet dream.

concept
consecutive to the analytical part of the 
design process but preceeding its transla-
tion into two-dimensional representations 
of intended architectural creatures, the 
conceptual trajectory was to be defined 
and communicated in the format of 100 
second movies [at your disposition via the 
quick response codes provided]

technology
the design project was integrated as well 
as sequentiated with the paralell running 

technology-course : whilst the casting 
experiments [squirrel-resting-places] in 
semester one provided physical under-
standing of materiality, malleability and 
the concept of formwork, exercises in 

semester two discussed structural beauty, 
the poetry of load-bearing elements in 
regards of the internal life of the commu-
nalcuboids [monocoque] as well as the 

(also structural) relation between com-
munalcuboid and its attached (m)i-spaces 
[hangin’on].

macademia-slides for squirrels
tec1 coursework, soapg/uct
communal living on the full-range-retailer, 
munich/ger; drawing: js

teams
communalcuboids are developed by 16 
teams of 5 randomly pooled students. 
sites and lecturers are likewise raffle-as-
signed.

the casting of resting-places for squirrels
tec1 coursework, soapg/uct
formwork for resting-places for squirrels
tec1 coursework, soapg/uct 
monocoque: the poetry of structurally ma-
nipulating flat ceilings, tec1 coursework, 
soapg/uct , drawing: stephanie kirsten, 
leah michaels, cornelus van der nest, 
sisonke mgwebi, alex le sueur

the casting of resting-places for squirrels
tec1 coursework, soapg/uct 
monocoque: the poetry of structurally ma-
nipulating flat ceilings, tec1 coursework, 
soapg/uct , drawing: leigh burgess,yann 
friedrich, gio rech, robyn brinkman, nikiel 
sesiah
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learning objectives

space
_ establishing the space-making strategy 
of substraction to stimulate for  
non-(z-)extruded volumes

_ encouraging for a specificness of  
purposed rooms

_ promotion of sequences of  
interconnected volumes

_ advocating for the section as prime 
design-driving tool

context
_ challenging the relation of the cuboid  
to ground & topograhy

_ testing the influence of the environment 
on entrance and anatomy of the cuboid

social
_ introducing private/semiprivate/public/
social and transitional spaces

_ encouraging for a sharing economy

technology
_ reinforcing human scale
_ introducing structural poetry

the umsebenzi/brief

topo scribble: js
hangin-on tec1 coursework, drawing:  
mariannah stoffels & philisani nqueto

1
when i am by myself
it’s the best way to be
[circle, edie brickell]

our house it has a crowd
there’s always something happening
and it’s usually quite loud
[our house, madness]

together and/or alone?

2
our current economic model makes mass 
ownership impossible in the long run 
– sharing can be a luxury, not a compro-
mise – when we combine our resources, 
the result is more than the sum of the 
parts. (…) functionalist space is designed 
around ergonomically optimised actions 
that determine precise  
social relations. when cultural norms 
change, these spaces can quickly become 
impractical or redundant.
[excerpts from: HOME ECONOMICS, british 
pavillon, venice architecture biennale, 
curated by shumi bose, jack self, finn 
williams, 2016]

3
a cuboid, of 27.60 meters width, 5 meters 
depth, that rises 21.50 meters above, and 
5 meters into the ground a shared home 
to 15 (m)i-spaces

4
from this block of black solid-coloured 
insulative reinforced concrete you 
substracted/excavated six elegantly 
allocated, orientated, arranged and 
connected (primary) volumes,  
[in] [up] [eat] [wet] [heat] [move],  
allowing them to live up to their indivi-
dual characters whilst even more having 
their com-position on their passage  
between public and private in mind.

5
you used less than 99 concrete mixer 
trucks (@ 7 m3)

concept scribble, js
handout, pg.1 [297 x 420 mm], js
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in

unless the spaces in a building are  
arranged in a sequence which corresponds 
to their degrees of privateness, the visits 
made by strangers, friends, guests, clients, 
family, will always be a little awkward.
placing the main entrance (or main 
entrances) is perhaps the single most  
important step you take during the  
evolution of a building plan. 
[a pattern language]

the encounter with the ground
tomà berlanda

builidings do not weigh, rather they 
emerge from the earth: from the rocks 
and dust, from metals and conglomerates. 
transferred and transfigured mass,  
complement of underground voids. (...)  
we are allowed to shape and model this 
eternally precarious mass in its form and 
its inside, if we are sensitive to that 
which is moving.
[alvaro siza]

up

stairway to heaven (led zeppelin, 1971)
metropolis (fritz lang, 1927)
vertigo (alfred hitchcock, 1958)
psycho (alfred hitchcock, 1960

a staircase is not just a way of getting 
from one floor to another. the stair is 
itself a space, a volume, a part of the 
building; and unless this space is made 
to live, it will be a dead spot, and work 
to disconnect the building and to tear its 
processes apart. 
[a pattern language]

eat

the cook, the thief, his wife and her lover 
(peter greenaway, 1989)
cannibal holocaust
(ruggero deodato, 1980)
american diner (barry levinson, 1982)
themroc (claude faraldo, 1973)
kitchen (andy warhol, 1965)

without communal eating,  
no human group can hold together.  
[a pattern language]

SNUMoA
seoul national university museum of art, 
lecture theatre auditorium, seoul/kr, 2005
arch.: rem koolhaas, oma, rotterdam/nl
photo: js korean diner photo: js

lecture in & up, »primary situations«
ill.: tomà berlanda



wet

eaux d’artifice (kenneth anger, 1953)
zero patience (john greyson, 1993)
26 bathrooms (peter greenaway, 1985)
waterworld (kevin costner, 1995)
chinatown (roman polanski, 1974)

heat

in the first bar/folks were drinking sips/ 
but in this bar/they could shake their hips
»i was dancing in a lesbian bar«, 
jonathan richman, 1992
heat (paul morrissey, 1972)
barton fink (joel & ethan coen, 1991)

there is no substitute for fire. 
[a pattern language]

move

crash (david cronenberg, 1996)
girl on a motorcycle (jack cardiff, 1968)
mad max (george miller, 1979ff)
two lane blacktop (monte hellman, 1971)
scorpio rising (kenneth anger, 1964)

pool photo: js
communal bathhouse scribble: js

streetluge/buttboarding, kauner valley/at
photo: js
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heat a (kind-a-like) poem by alta steenkamp

roses are red, violets are blue,
glass is thin, concrete is not goo,
architect, pyromaniac too,
be careful with heat, it might just burn you!

[temperature]
heat is transferred and measured in watt,
it comes from without and is generated within,
ice is cold, fire is hot,
when you craft space, forget this not!

[warmth]
fire gives warmth, embers delight,
in a generous space of appropriate might,
with a fire burning bright,
imagine a place of gathering late into the night.

[fireplace]
the hearth gathers friends and passions unite,
a potential fireside of friendship and community that excite.
intimate, cosy offering warm delight,
a meeting point and melting pot that’s all right.

[hotness]
some like it hot, 
some like a tub, 
some like hot tubs a lot

[sweatiness]
oh communal sweatbox! 
space of collective exertion,
exhalation of skin, body, health, mind and perspiration.
(just don’t forget the ventilation)

[sizzlingness]
frying, brazing, scorching, braai-ing,
smelly, fragrant, whiffy, aromatic, hopefully amazing,
give me my daily meat, i’m salivating,
think of heating while you think of eating.

[humidity]
some like to get hot, 
some like to get sweaty
some like to get hot and sweaty at the same time
… absolutely in the company of others

[warming]
now direct your mind to spaces of possible communal ritual
wherein discreet and intimate gatherings feed the soul of the 
individual
how much can you direct your imagination to the intellectual?
so much more potential in the architectural.



[warm up]
how about heat and eat at a larger scale?
community’s holy grail
can the communal cuboid spread its warmth beyond the pail?
should we not share our heat with the economically frail.

[warmness]
how about a space of reciprocity?
some communal generosity
can the communal cuboid reach out cross city?
to offer some warmth to someone else’s paucity? 

[offer warmth]
how about a warm bed for someone else?
cohabitation might not be convention,
but it is absolutely worth a mention,
as it can maybe activate architectural invention.

[heat|parasite]
ponder this: if you produce heat you might share heat
this might offer a valuable treat
to someone living on the street.
a sweet little parasite of retreat.

[north]
0 degrees
the direction along a meridian to the left of an observer  
facing in the direction of the earth’s rotation, 
the direction to the left of sunrise
too abstract, we need to understand this in another guise
for we can see with our own eyes
and daily experience its warm highs

[hothouse]
an honor in architecture we so seldom grant
to cultivate a worthwhile plant
implant, supplant, transplant, egg plant,
heat is your friend, never say can’t.

[growth]
is a pleasant growth
in the reach of me and you
in the reach of both
architect’s answer to the sun’s cue?

too many puns, not enough information you say?
here you go, 
have a go at spatialising heat in the communal cuboid  
without delay. 

anyway, what was i going to say,..
maybe i should have done a play.

stills from studentmovieclips with the subject »heat« by:
floris petrus thirion, tuwilika nailoke shaimemanya, lerato upendo honde, gregory joseph alexander, rutendo cynthia chemere
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source: google map, google street view; image processing: js

searle @ warwick street, woodstock, cape town, za

roeland @ nieuwmeester street, cbd, cape town, za



source: google map, google street view; image processing: js

brun rouge

rouge rubis

terre d‘ombre brûlée

vert véronèse pessac

brique clair

ocre rouge clair

rouge framboise

terre d‘ombre naturelle foncée

vert olive

vert vif

bleu ciel

bleu ceruleum

gris clair 2

gris fer

rouge foncé

vert véronèse
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searle @ warwick street, woodstock, cape town, za

brun rougebrun rougebrun rougebrun rougebrun rouge

rouge rubisrouge rubisrouge rubisrouge rubis

terre d‘ombre brûléeterre d‘ombre brûléeterre d‘ombre brûléeterre d‘ombre brûléeterre d‘ombre brûléeterre d‘ombre brûléeterre d‘ombre brûlée

vert véronèse pessacvert véronèse pessacvert véronèse pessacvert véronèse pessacvert véronèse pessacvert véronèse pessacvert véronèse pessacvert véronèse pessacvert véronèse pessac

brique clairbrique clairbrique clairbrique clairbrique clairbrique clairbrique clair

ocre rouge clairocre rouge clairocre rouge clairocre rouge clair

rouge framboiserouge framboiserouge framboiserouge framboiserouge framboiserouge framboise

terre d‘ombre naturelle foncéeterre d‘ombre naturelle foncéeterre d‘ombre naturelle foncéeterre d‘ombre naturelle foncéeterre d‘ombre naturelle foncéeterre d‘ombre naturelle foncéeterre d‘ombre naturelle foncéeterre d‘ombre naturelle foncéeterre d‘ombre naturelle foncée
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mpho sephelane
rutendo chemere

tarryn allies
mbali cobotwana

jessica huang

brun rouge
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macarron halfpenny
lefa lekeka

oomar suhootoorah
luis quessongo
jacobus bruwer

rouge rubis
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phila hillie
naomi tshtenda

ryan maxwell
kashiefah manan

imaad soeker

terre d‘ombre brûlée
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kamay govender
harnish patel

motheo mothlabi
liteboho mohlotsane
tashleigh van graan

vert véronèse pessac
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stills from movie

scale 1:50



our highly conceptual community cuboid was greatly inspired  
by the play between light and shadow as well as the use of 
light in order to enhance spatial qualities and encourage  
specific emotions and thought processes in certain areas.  
our approach to this project focused strongly on this concept 
whilst still keeping in mind that we were to accommodate  
the six main functions being wet, heat, move, in, up and eat.  
we decided to design this space as a student residence for 
young creatives with a variety of studio areas on the third  
and fourth floor.
we experimented with various ways in which we could  
manipulate light after looking at precedent studies such as 
tadao ando and peter zumthor. we also carefully considered 
the landscape around the building as this site was used as 
a thoroughfare and we therefore didn’t want to cut off this 
access. we created an interactive space which allows the 
public to walk around, gather or sit on the number of benches 
available as the exterior is designed to be a friendly and  
welcoming space while the interior of the building is more 
private for security reasons. 
it is evident in the dramatic tunnel leading to the entrance 

hall how light could be used to guide people to walk in a 
certain way which immediately gives residents and visitors a 
taste of the experience that can be expected throughout the 
building. the manipulation of light is also seen in the studios 
and the seating space of the eating area where light is used to 
encourage certain functions to take place.  
as an extra experiential quality to the building and an  
additional focus on the wonders of light, a calming camera 
obscura room is included above the seating space of the 
eating area on the south façade of the building where one is 
able to appreciate views of the sea and take a moment to look 
internally and reflect or meditate which is a positive contrast 
to the stress and chaos which students go through daily in 
their lives.

raadiyah jacobs
michael liebrich

luba nkiwane
treasa mcmillan

freda esterhuyse

brique clair
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our comnmunity cuboid is placed in the upbeat community of woodstock in 
capetown. the site creates a divide between the residential and the commer-
ical area of the suburb. specifically, the community is located in trafalgar 
park which is the largest public park in woodstock. our community cuboid 
will provide the oppotunity to unite residential lifestyle with modern com-
mercial sector. 

 site analysis
the cuboid is situated on the corner of searle and warwick a fairly flat plot 
of land that is sparsely vegetated. the site gives beautiful views of devils 
peak and the end of table mountain to the south-west and a view of table 
bay to the north. 
 the site is near the nelson mandela highway therefore it constitu-
ates to a busy and noisy environment making the site a well known area to 
the community. the residential area is composed of tin roofed houses that 
are almost clumped together and modified to accomadate the gowing family 
which relates to the idea of the solidified woodstock community. 
 upon site visit we noted that the current by those that worked in 
the commercial buildings and the residents, for a daily exercise or to play 
with the kids therefore we identified this area as a place to encourage the 
engagement of people of different lifestyles. the site is easily accesesible 
by public transport via main road and in close proximity to universities and 
schools and the town. there is a pedestrian brigde that has been built adja-
cent to the site and this futhermore creates an easily accesible site by any 
means. the community pool is situated on the north side of the site futher-
more making the site a space that could be more open to the community. 

 the cubiod is facing a north-westerely direction and it is situated 
to ward the south eastern part of the site near the houses to balance out the 
monumentality of the building on the flat ground plein.the position allows 
for the passing traffic to have an ample view of the site further more creat-
ing an interest in the community and bridging the gap be tween the new and 
the old.



shazia ebrahim
mariannah stoffels

thando phenyane
nhlalala mageza

gadija kaprey

ocre rouge clair
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up movernent within the build-
ing to the highest floor is achieved 
by levels of different heights that 
connect to one another by means of 
stairs. a lift is provided to allow easy 
ascess to the (m)i-spaces fronm the 
ground floor. in and up these L 
structures will mark the enteries to 
the site and will create a rhyhm tlfat 
gives off the sense of arrivail inside 
an area. eat our depiction of eat 
is a restuarant on the base ment level 
of the cubiod this restuarant serves 
the mi space occupants and is open 
to the commu nity as well by this we 
try to bridge the gap by alolowing 
the communi ty to interact with the 
site as well. wet an amphithe-
atre will be fitted with a water bed 
system for people to dip their toes 
in the hot summers. an internal 
lei sure pool is part of the building 
and is accessible only to resi dents of 
the cubiod. move in keeping the 
theme of incoperating the com-
munity into the building, move is 
expressed on the outside as well by 
means of a skate park to attract kids 
of the streets and generate a new 
interest in the community.

scale 1:250
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nathan eisen
kayla hans
aqeel khan

gregory alexander
cayla van wyk

rouge framboise
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terredombrenaturellefoncee

located on the old fortification line,  
the cuboid sits in a contested area where  
gentrification is prominent. in order to break 
from this, the building was designed with 
spaces and functions that would celebrate  
the community through excavated walls. 
furthermore, the site was not completely 
disturbed but instead preserved or improved 
by formalizing a playing field.
in our team, to merge a building is to make  
it interactive with the community and to 
ultimately consider the context



tuwilika shaimemanya
liliane kiame

patricia bandora
lerato honde

leni li

terre d‘ombre naturelle foncée
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roeland @ nieuwmeester street, cbd, cape town, za



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

roeland @ nieuwmeester street, cbd, cape town, za

vert olivevert olivevert olivevert olivevert olivevert olivevert olivevert olivevert olive

vert vifvert vifvert vifvert vifvert vifvert vifvert vifvert vif

bleu cielbleu cielbleu cielbleu ciel

bleu ceruleumbleu ceruleumbleu ceruleumbleu ceruleumbleu ceruleum

gris clair 2gris clair 2gris clair 2

gris fergris fergris fer

rouge foncérouge foncérouge foncé

vert véronèse
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katie strachan
philisani nqueto

kutlwano ramphele
palesa shabalala
anika hanekom

vert olive
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shirlyn ndungu
odd persson

micaela cloete
soso makwetu

franko barends

vert vif
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stephanie kirsten
leah michaels

cornelus van der nest
sisonke mgwebi

alex le sueur

a building is more than you‘re able to see on 
paper. it stimulates the senses, it has a mood, 
it has an attitude, it is someone‘s neighbour.
 envisioned on a bustling roeland and 
plein, a public student space both inclusive 
and communal. a place to gather or pass 
through. moving up, down, under, over, around 
and into 25.6 by 25.3 square metre cuboid. 
catching a glimpse of the ground floor through 
a glass wall - you see a part, but not a whole. 
you dont know what‘s up until you‘re in.
 looking up and up at a volume of 
an overhead smooth mechanical clockwork 
of stairs, elevators, suspending gardens - an 
efficient chaos of people.
 a skylight or slits of light from the 
east and west walls or a dappled light trickling 
in from the rooftop pool, bathing the inner 
core in a warm glow.
 mimicking a trickling fountain 
outside or a pond or a gin trickling into a gin 
and tonic by the pool. smoke ascends from 
the scorching fire of charcoal used to braai a 
sizzling sirloin or perhaps the steam ascends 
from a steam room or the heat of a club in the 
basement.
 contours pose little significance only 
man made levels which can just as easily be 
unmade and remade. a car reveals itself as it 
emerges from a hidden place and dissappears 
into commercial street.
 standing strong across the road from 
houses of parliament. this student sanctuary 
converses with the government aiming to 
adress tension without words.
 in a strange way architecture is really 
an unfinished thing because even though the 
building is finished, it takes on a new life – 
how people occupy it, use it, think about it.

transscript of the 100 sec. [blackscreen] movie
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